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the talkabout

A new year has begun and finds ATCA with 
many changes.  ATCA’s new Board of Direc-
tors and slate of Officers are now in place and 
will be working very hard for all of you.  They 
vary in professional backgrounds, involvement 
with their dogs and years of experience in club 
work.  Every member of the Board has made 
a commitment to work as an ambassador, an 
advisor, and an advocate to provide access 
and assistance for ATCA and its members.  I 
truly look forward to working with each and 
every one of them this year. 

I would like to thank our retiring President, 
Carol Sazama, for her able service to the Club 
last year. She is currently not only ex-officio Past President but also Recording 
Secretary. Her many years of service to the Club is truly a valued asset. 

I want to thank Sue Bachman past Treasurer and Debby Sharp past Recording 
Secretary for their years of dedicated service to ATCA. 

I wish to thank the past Directors for their work and commitment to the Club.

Michelle Bell has served on the Board of Directors for three years and chaired the 
Health Committee.  Michelle’s work on setting up the latest Health Survey is to be 
applauded.  Results of this survey will be reported as soon as they are available.  
She was also involved with the Health Committee in establishing the research on 
Diabetes that is currently taking place. 

Sue Holsinger has served not only as a Director but also as Vice President and 
Webmaster for the ATCA website. Her years of service and timeless work on many 
committees is very much appreciated. 

Pamela Levy served on the Board of Directors for two years and was Chair of the 
Specialty Auction for several Specialties. Auction profits are directed by the Board 
to be used each year in a specific manner. They have benefited Rescue, Health, 
etc. and many years ago funded the publication of our Illustrated Standard.  

Carol Ann Stone served on the Board of Directors for three years and was Sup-
ported Entry Trophy and Award of Merit Chairperson.   

The Committee Chairs for 2010 will soon be presented to the Board for approval.  
At that time, their names will be posted on the Website and announced to the 
membership.
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Recording
Secretary 

Report
Carol Sazama

2009 atca annUal election resUlts

The 2009 Board approved Virgil L. DeFord, CPA, Knoxville, 
TN in November 2009 to receive and count the ballots in 
the 2009 Annual Election.  Mr. DeFord sent the following 
final tally of votes to the Recording Secretary of ATCA on 
12/17/09: 
 115 Ballots counted
 16 Ballots not opened or counted because of no   
  return name or address on the outer   
  envelope 
 54 Members’ ballots were not received        

     185 Total Membership

The official results of the voting for contested positions on 
the Board are:                  
 PRESIDENT – Marilyn Harban (84 votes)
                Sue Holsinger (31 votes)

DIRECTORS -     Grace Cartwright (98 votes)
                              Pamela Levy (45 votes)
                              Heather Rife (102 votes)
                              Thalia Rott (98 votes)
                              Alexa Samarotto (101 votes)

 All ballots, unopened envelopes and election tally sheets have 
been given to the Recording Seccretary to retain this material 
for a period of 6 months following the election closing date 
of 12/15/09, per the ATCA By-Laws.

BoarD action since last issUe of talKaBoUt :

1.  2010 Board now complete - Effective January 19, 2010, 
the elected members of the 2010 Board exercised their re-
sponsibility, per the By-laws, to appoint members to fill the 
four vacancies created by resignations submitted earlier by 
the elected Vice President , Kim Occhiuti, and 3 Directors, 
Michelle Bell, Sue Holsinger, and Carol Ann Stone, elected 
for 2009-2010 with 1 year remaining to be served.

officers and Directors for 2010:

	 Officers	–	1	year	term	 	 	
 President – Marilyn Harban     
 Vice President – Kim Occhiuti  (1 year appointment) 
 Recdg Secy – Carol Sazama 
 Corr Secy – Sherrill Yates
 Treasurer – Kreg Hill
	 Directors	Class	of	2009-2010	
     Kevin Cahill   (1 year appointment)         
 Jeanne Popovits   (1 year appointment)
 Ann Roache  
	 Debby Sharp  (1 year appointment)
	 Directors	Class	of	2010-2011	(2-year	term)
       Grace Cartwright     
       Heather Rife        
 Thalia Rott
 Alexa Samarotto

2.  The Board voted to ask ATCA Member, Michael Mander-
feld, CPA (MN), to review the Treasurers’ books to be certain 
everything is in order as they changed hands from the out-
going Treasurer to the incoming Treasurer, at a time concur-
rent to that during which he would normally prepare the Club’s 
tax return filing for the 2009-2010 fiscal year.  The Club’s fiscal 
years end June 30, and begin annually on July 1.  Annual tax 
returns for ATCA have usually been filed in August. 

3.  new Members elected to atca :  

Tom Aronson
46 Hill Road
Louisville, KY  40204
502-452-6757
tlaronson@gmail.com

June Beckwith
504 Westchester Road
Easley, SC 29640
864-986-9194
jbeckwit@aol.com

Eileen Cummings

Our new webmaster is Kerrie Bryan.  If you haven’t visited 
the ATCA website, please do so on a regular basis.  You 
may expect announcements from the Board to appear there 
from time to time. We would like to use the website as an 
avenue for exchange of ideas through the interactive forum 
from the membership to the Board.  Look for Kerrie’s report 
in this issue.

After over thirty years, the Jane Henderson Obedience 
Award is being retired.  This award originated in 1974 and 
was graciously funded by Mrs. Henderson until her death. In 
2007 the Board approved continued funding for the award in 
the amount of $200.  With the approval of the Chair of the 
Henderson Committee, a new award for Obedience will be 
created to take its place. More information on this award will 
be in the next Talkabout. 

On the horizon are plans for the creation of a 501(c)3 tax 
status for Health and Education.  This will allow tax deductible 
donations to be made to ATCA.  This was a goal set by the 
Board Retreat held in 2009 and we will act on this immedi-
ately.  Improved communication between the Board and the 
Membership is considered high priority.  I welcome all positive 
suggestions from ATCA members.  I look to a positive future 
for ATCA with us coming together to work with dedication for 
the advancement of our breed and our Club.  
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354 Winthrop Center Road
Winthrop, ME 04364
207-395-2471
ecummings01@aol.com

Leslie Fischer
W252 S7330 Brookside Circle
Waukesha, WI 53189
262-662-1146
farkasfischer@wi.rr.com

Mary Midkiff
46 Hill Road
Louisville, KY 40204
502-452-6757
marymidkiff@gmail.com

Corresponding 
Secretary 

Report
Sherrill Yates

One	new	membership	application	is	being	processed:
Jill Faulmann, Oregon Sponsors: Teresa Cleland 
and Teresa Schreeder

note:  ATCA Members have 30 days from the 
publication of this edition of the Talkabout to ask 
questions and/or make comments regarding mem-
bership applicants.  Please send inquiries to the 
Recording Secretary.  After that time, if none are 
received, the Board will vote on the applicant.  

2011 or 2012 crufts invitations received via letter from 
aKc:  

The Kennel Club, England, has designated the AKC/Eukanuba 
National Championship as well as one designated AKC Par-
ent Club National Specialty in each eligible breed, as the 
United States qualifying shows for Crufts.  Recipients of Best 
of Breed, Best of Opposite, Awards of Merit and if offered at 
these events, Best Bred-by-Exhibitor, are eligible for entry in 
Crufts as a U. S. International qualifier.  However, please note 
that under UK law, dogs whose tails were docked on or after 
April 6, 2007, are not eligible to be shown.  
 
Our 2009 National Specialty Winners have been notified of 
their eligibility.  

Ch. Benayr I Believe in Love Alfie - Pamela Levy
Ch. Ryba’s Call Me Irresponsible - Sue Bachman and   
  Teresa Schreeder
Ch. Aka Inu Storyteller - Kim Occhiuti and S. Hopkins
Ch. Wismiss Aussome Sturt Pea - Kerrie Bryan and Carol  
  Sazama
Ch. Ryba’s Matinee Idol - Sue Bachman, Teresa 

Schreeder and Michael Langham

Delegate 
Report

Kim Occhiuti

The December delegate meeting was held in Long Beach, 
CA on December 15, 2009.  It was preceded by the delegate 
committee meetings on the 14th and the AKC National Cham-
pionship on the 12th and 13th.  Before I start my report I just 
wanted to let you know that the Northern California crew did 
us proud with a wonderful presentation of our breed at the 
Meet the Breeds booth.  The booth was the best it has ever 
been with a new design and construction by Tony Urbano, a 
renowned puppeteer and Aussie owner.  I am sure there is 
more detail on the overall effort later in this issue.

I started Monday the 14th by going to the Bylaws Committee 
meeting.  The major topic of discussion was term limits for 
board members.  Recently, the delegate body voted in a limit 
of two terms (8 years) and that an individual had to be off the 
board for one year before serving again.  It was apparent 
from the current AKC BOD election that the purpose of the 
term limit which was to bring in new directors and therefore 
fresh ideas was not working as the current election, while 
contested, is entirely made up of either incumbents or those 
whose terms just ended in March 2009.  It was proposed to 
either increase the length of time off to be a full term (4 years) 
or to abolish the term limits.  They ultimately passed a motion 
to abolish term limits, I am not sure when this will make it to 
the delegate body, but I will keep you posted.

In the afternoon I attended the Parent Club Committee (PCC) 
meeting.  A quick status was given on the Group realignment 
motion, it was asked that those clubs against this proposal 
to submit their issues and concerns so that they might be 
addressed.  This motion should be voted on at the March, 
2010 delegate meeting as long as no other action is taken at 
that meeting to postpone or amend the vote.  

The PCC is working on a template Parent Club COE.  They 
have received 87 parent club COEs including ours and they 
are currently parsing out the similarities and differences 
between the order to put a common COE together.  From 
a  first cut it appears as though half of the COEs are similar 
and address general conduct, care and conditions, breeding 
practices and selling practices.  They hope to have a report 
for the March 2010 meeting and to develop the template 
by June.  I am assuming from some of the detail that they 
provided that our club is in the middle of the pack and has a 
COE pretty much in line with the average.

The next Parent Club Conference is going to be held during 
one of the last two weekends in August in Atlanta.  Only one 
member per club may attend and will be required to pay $150 
to offset costs.  
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It was reported that 130 breeds participated at the AKC 
National with either a specialty or supported entry.  The 
Meet the Breeds event at Long Beach had 160 breeds 
participating and the Rhodesian Ridgeback won the Best 
Booth in Show.  The Meet the Breeds event at the Javits 
in September had 148 breeds participating and the Shih 
Tzu won Best Booth in Show.

The AKC humane fund was presented again and money 
raised from their efforts goes to helping domestic abuse 
victions remain with their dogs when being sheltered, the 
ACE awards and also any Parent club rescue program can 
receive a grant of up to $1000 for rescue related expenses.  
In the case where rescue is a different corporation like 
ATR the parent club must submit a letter recommending 
the grant.

Other topics touched on were the full litter registration and 
a request from the Pembroke Welsh Corgi Club to allow 
two agility trials in one day at National Specialties.

Now on to the delegate meeting.  The forum provided an 
opportunity for each candidate for the AKC BOD to respond 
to pre-submitted questions and also to field some questions 
from the floor.  The candidates for this class are Carmen 
Battaglia, Charlie Garvin, Steve Gladstone, Bill Newman 
and Pat Scully.  Please let me know if you have input on 
this election, the vote will be March 9, 2010 and will be for 
three vacancies.  I will be sharing my thoughts with the 
board on the candidates as well as any written material 
that I receive from the candidate themselves.

The delegate meeting started with the usual reports of the 
Chairman, President and CFO.  The AKC is doing well 
financially primarily from investments. Next the candidates 
speeches were heard.  Finally the amendments were 
voted on.  The amendment to bring the Bred By Exhibi-
tor requirements in line with all regular classes passed.  
I am happy for this as I lost points on a dog because of 
the discrepancy of the rule on this class that you cannot 
show a dog on its litter registration number.  The Grand 
Champion amendment passed with one change which will 
allow spayed or neutered Veteran Champions of Record 
to qualify for Grand Champion points.  This will take effect 
with the new point schedule in May 2010.  Two Beagle 
Field Trial amendments passed as well.

Two new amendments were read for vote at the March 
2010 meeting; one will eliminate the use of telegrams to 
change or cancel entries and the other will update require-
ments for show veterinarians to better accommodate on-
call veterinarians and to clarify their duties.
 
As always , please feel free to contact me with any ques-
tions or concerns,  kim.occhiuti@state.ma.us (508)259-
4502

Web News

Kerrie Bryan

The web site has some new additions:

•        A Board Announcements page. This page is avail-
able after logging into the Members’ section. It can also be 
reached by clicking the Board Announcements button on 
the Home page.

•        Recognition of those exceptional Australian Terriers 
who have received a MACH or OTCH title are now listed 
on the Performance pages.

•        An interactive Member Forum has been added to the 
Members page. Instructions for using the new forum are 
available after members log into the Members’ section. This 
differs from a Chat Room in that it is not a live discussion, 
and enables members to post information germane to all, 
ask questions of other members and the Board, and in 
general exchange information on an ongoing basis, under 
specific topics submitted by the membership

•        Articles on agility and obedience will be posted in the 
near future.  

The National Parent Club Canine Health Conference was 
held on October 23-25, 2009 at the Hyatt Regency River-
front in St. Louis, MO. The AKC Canine Health Foundation 
(AKC/CHF) presented this premier canine health confer-
ence with their strong partner Nestlé Purina.  The generous 
support of the Nestlé Purina PetCare Company made the 
conference possible.  Nestlé Purina is again honored to 
sponsor this unique event and is proud to continue their 
alliance with the Canine Health Foundation (CHF).  The 
AKC Canine Health Foundation has a great scientific 
program designed especially for the AKC National Parent 
Breed Clubs.

There were representatives from the Canine Health Foun-
dation (CHF), National Breed Clubs, breed specific health 
foundations, veterinarians, veterinarian students, research-
ers, scientists and investigators.  Well informed veterinar-
ians are important to the overall health of our canines and 
to the future viability of our breed.

2009 The National 
Parent Club 

Canine Health 
Conference

Errol Stone
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The AKC/CHF hosted the three-day event which featured 
presentations from some of the leading researchers, scien-
tists and investigators in the field of canine health research 
to share more of the advancements and technologies that 
are helping our canine friends (and humans) live longer and 
healthier lives.  Founded in 1995 by the AKC, the Canine 
Health Foundation (CHF) is the largest non-profit organization 
to fund canine health research.  They work to raise awareness 
and funds to support new innovative state-of-the-art canine 
health research.

In 2009, The Canine Health Foundation (CHF) will make grant 
payments in the amount of $2.4 million dollars to veterinary 
schools and research facilities in the U.S. and around the 
world who are involved in ongoing research to benefit the 
health of our canine friends.  The Foundation’s goal is to 
raise a minimum of $2.4 million to cover their commitment. 
As of August 31, 2009, the Foundation has supported these 
important research studies in the amount of nearly $1.6 million 
dollars.  As you can see, the Foundation (CHF) needs our help 
to raise the balance.  For us as a Club to help raise the much 
needed funds for canine health research, we must encourage 
our Health Committee about sponsoring research from our 
Club’s Donor Advised Funds (DAF) or go online and make a 
secure donation today to help the CHF keep tails wagging!

Introduced in 2002 the Purina Parent Club Partnership Pro-
gram (PPCPP) has generated in excess of $2.8 million dollars 
to fund canine health research, education and rescue efforts 
through CHF and has provided National Parent Clubs with 
needed funds to support education and rescue programs.  
National Parent Breed Clubs are just scratching the surface 
on the potential of this program to raise funds for research and 
other key initiatives the Club may want to pursue.  The Purina 
Parent Club Partnership (PPCP) Program includes 163 clubs, 
which includes the Australian Terrier Club of America (ATCA), 
and over 93,000 members (dog owners and breeders).  In 
just 2008 alone, in excess of $596,000 dollars was raised to 
support canine health research, rescue and education efforts.

The conference provided an opportunity for the Canine Health 
Foundation to explain how they decide what grants to fund 
and how they navigate the grant process.  There are thirty-five 
current research projects underway that are in much need 
of donations from clubs, foundations, individuals and other 
organizations to sponsor this important research.

The CHF has also approved twelve new studies to benefit 
the health of dogs totaling approximately $1 million dollars for 
2010, these projects range from cancer to cryptorchidism to 
autoimmune diseases.  CHF will begin fundraising for these 
projects in early 2010.  Once the study has been approved 
by the CHF, it is considered funded.  This funding of all CHF 
research occurs through many alliances including but not lim-
ited to, the AKC, Nestlé Purina, National Parent Breed Clubs 
and our Club’s Donor Advised Funds (DAF).  All grants are 
fully funded through the support of these alliances.  The way 

that this works is each entity, such as the ATCA contributes 
to the funding of the grant.  For example, if our Club was 
interested in contributing $5,000 to a $100,000 dollar grant 
(either from the Club’s Donor Advised Funds (DAF) or with a 
cash payment), the CHF would supplement the Club’s DAF 
donation with additional money from the other alliances to 
fulfill the total grant obligation of $100,000 dollars.

Through the generous financial support of the CHF alliances, 
the AKC, Nestlé Purina, National Parent Club Donor Advised 
Funds and individual donations no matter the amount de-
signed to enhance the lives of our canine friends and support 
the efforts of the National Parent Clubs, since 1995 the CHF 
have allocated more than $23 million dollars to canine health 
research.

All the investigators around the world couldn’t do the work 
without you!  Please contact our Health Committee Chair for a 
list of the various research projects needing our financial help.

How does the CHF Grant Process work?  

A presentation was given, Navigating the CHF Grant Process 
– by Christine Haakenson, PhD CHF Director.  The grants 
to investigators (as they like to be called) fund research that 
concern the origins of canine illness, diagnosis, developments 
of effective treatments and the identification of disease pre-
vention strategies.

The grant process is very distinctive in that it gathers infor-
mation about canine health priorities from the AKC National 
Parent Breed Clubs (that means from all of us as members of 
the ATCA).  The CHF listens to the concerns of all dog owners 
and breeders and encourages their investigators to submit 
applications based on this feedback.  The unique alliance the 
CHF has with the National Parent Clubs allows them to work 
together to fund the research and improve the health of the 
entire canine species.

There are similarities between humans and canines; research 
funded by the CHF often provides information for discoveries 
in human illnesses as well.  Sometimes the research discov-
ery in human illnesses provides information for discoveries 
in canine illnesses.

There are two types of research grants offered by the CHF, 
OAKs and ACORNs.

OAK Grants
As the name implies, OAK grants are larger research grants 
over $12,000 dollars.  Since the creation of the CHF, 312 OAK 
grants have been approved for a total of $21 million dollars.  
OAKs are traditional grants that are submitted, reviewed 
and approved annually.  The cycle begins in January with 
CHF’s announcement of funding opportunities and ends in 
September when the Grants are approved.  That is only the 
beginning of the life of the research Grant.
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The OAK funding begins with the CHF’s Request for Pre-
Proposal (RFP) sent to investigators around the world.  The 
RFP includes a list of breed specific health concerns, which 
are collected from the National Parent Breed Clubs.  So you 
see how important our lists of breed specific health concerns 
are communicated to the CHF.  By March 1st, investigators 
submit their pre-proposals for research projects they would 
like to pursue.

The pre-proposals are reviewed and the CHF Grants Com-
mittee determines which research projects will be invited to 
submit full applications.  The invited investigators submit a 
full and very detailed application.  All CHF full applications 
are reviewed for scientific merit by at least three external peer 
reviewers, who are experts within the application’s field of 
research.  The external analysis and evaluations of the ap-
plications provide information to the CHF Grants Committee.

During the month of August, the CHF Grants Committee 
members review all the full applications along with the 
external peer evaluations from the reviewers.  Prior to the 
CHF Board meeting in September, the Grants Committee 
generates the list of applications recommended for approval.  
Final recommendation is based upon application scores, 
available funding, and portfolio of projects.  The Grants 
Committee’s recommendations are presented to the CHF 
Board of Directors for approval.

Grant payments are divided into equal installments through-
out the life of the grant, made in six-month increments.  The 
first payment is made after all the grant agreement documen-
tation is fully executed.  Subsequent payments are made 
contingent upon the submission and approval of progress 
reports from the investigator.

ACORN Grants
As the name implies, ACORNs are smaller research grants 
that have a maximum amount of $12,000 dollars.  Since 
the creation of the ACORN grant program in 2003, over 
200 ACORNs have been approved for a total of $2 million 
dollars.  The ACORN program was established to:

•	 Allow investigators to complete small, relatively 
short timeframe projects

•	 Test research hypotheses
•	 Generate preliminary data for possible future OAK 

proposals
•	 Encourage and assist new investigators to begin a 

career in research.

In addition to the smaller size of the research grant, a major 
difference with the ACORN grants is that the applications 
may be submitted at anytime throughout the year.  All 
ACORN applications are reviewed and approved by the 
CHF Grants Committee on a monthly basis.  Approximately 
80 ACORN applications are submitted every year and 20 
are approved for funding.  The CHF Grants Committee is 
dedicated to a quick turnaround between application submis-
sion and the funding decision enables the smaller research 

projects to commence quickly.  Frequently the preliminary data 
established in an ACORN grant has led to the much larger 
OAK project.  All ACORN grants are administered in the same 
manner as the OAK grants as described above.

The Canine Health Foundation periodically distributes re-
quests for sponsorship of grants to National Parent Breed 
Clubs, affiliated Breed Foundations, and newly identified 
funding sources.  Grants are individually selected for each 
organization based upon health concerns and areas of inter-
est identified and reported by the organization.

Our ATCA with Donor Advised Funds (DAF’s) should remem-
ber that monies in a DAF are not funding a researcher until 
it is spent on a Grant.

What are the benefits of our ATCA Club or individuals spon-
soring an OAK or ACORN Grant?

•	 Pride in knowing we have helped improve canine 
health

•	 A specific story to help in raising funds for canine 
research

•	 Recognition as a Grant Sponsor
•	 Health liaisons receive summaries of research prog-

ress
•	 Upon requests, the health liaisons have access to 

confidential progress reports and grant applications.

The most important aspect of the entire conference is the 
presentations made by the researchers, investigators and 
scientists working on the many canine health issues that 
really began on Saturday morning.  Mr. Lee Arnold was our 
program emcee.  I will highlight a few of the presentations 
and I encourage you to visit the 2009 National Parent Club 
Canine Health Conference website often for the complete 
videos of each presentation as they are posted.

Keynote Speaker: One Health, One Medicine-Strengthening 
the Human-Animal Links – Mike Sampson, B.J., M.Ex. He is 
an Agro-terrorism Instructor with the University of Tennessee.

• Research continues to unravel the strong links among ani-
mals and humans, noting that more than 70% of the diseases 
that afflict humans arose in animals.

• Consider that 57% of the CDC and Prevention’s Category 
A and 100% of Category B agents are zoonotic.  Most of the 
diseases are considered to be potential weapons of mass de-
struction, leaving no doubt of the need for a better understand-
ing of the common bonds that animals and humans share.

•The FDA and the USDA has no recall authority of food 
products, only the manufacturer has recall authority and that 
needs to change!

•Environmental contamination can affect the bitch at concep-
tion into producing birth defects.  A bitch was kept in a barn 
with the stud dog for breeding, she whelped birth defects in 
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her offspring.  Next to the area where the bitch was being 
housed and bred, there were numerous bags of farm grade 
pesticides.

•Canine Cancer and Comparative Genomics: New Technolo-
gies, New Opportunities – Matthew Breen, PhD  He is a Pro-
fessor of Genomics with the College of Veterinary Medicine, 
North Carolina State University

•The application of genomics to canine biomedical research 
has seen a number of significant advances as we strive to 
enhance the health and welfare of our companions.

•Over the past five years, with the help and support of 
hundreds of owners, breeders and their veterinarians, his 
research project have been actively recruiting tumor tissues 
and blood samples from dogs presenting with a variety of 
cancers that are prevalent within the purebred population.  
These cancers include lymphoma, hemangiosarcoma, soft 
tissue sarcomas, osteosarcomas and brain tumors.  For 
each of these major cancers there are certain breeds that 
unfortunately, seem to be highly predisposed.  They have 
to date evaluated the tumor genomes of over 500 canine 
cancer patients.

•If the pathogenetic etiologies of cancers are shared be-
tween human and canine, there is opportunity for perse-
vering with human derived therapies in canine oncology.

•The exponential pace of DNA sequencing technology is 
directly linked to the pace of computer technology.

•His findings are tumor specific and not breed specific

•Purebred dogs provide important genetic information that 
the mixed-bred dog cannot provide when isolating a cancer 
genome.

•Clinical Trials in Veterinary Onocology: Past, Present and 
Future – David Vail DVM   He is a Professor of Oncology with 
the University of Wisconsin-Madison

•The canine provides unique opportunities for translational 
cancer research and is the ideal bridging step to imple-
mentation of project methodologies into use in human 
clinical trials.  We must ensure an eye towards the flow of 
this information being bidirectional and returning benefit 
to our canine friends and not exclusively physician-based 
oncology.

•Clinical trials in dogs run in tandem with humans.  After 
phase one in canines is completed, and then the clinical 
trial proceeds to humans.  Clinical trials provide more ac-
cess to treatment, elevates standard of care, better stag-
ing, biomarker development, information on effectiveness 
of treatment.

•Immunonutrition – Ebenezer Satayraj, PhD   He is the Se-

nior Research Scientist with Nestlé Research Center, Nestlé 
Purina PetCare

•While malnutrition still remains a worldwide problem, life-
stage (neonate or old age) and natural stress are increas-
ingly becoming the major causes of lowered immune status 
in both humans and canines.  Unlike immunodeficiency 
caused by malnutrition, life-stage and natural stress need 
a more comprehensive strategy and cannot be addressed 
simply by correcting nutritional problems.  Lowered immune 
status because of life-stage or natural stress is character-
ized by a reduction of antigen presenting cells (APC) func-
tion, resulting in a less efficient or altered immune response, 
leading to increased susceptibility to infectious disease, 
increase in autoimmunity and cancers.

•Over 65% of the immune cells in the body are located in the 
gut, technically making the gut the ‘largest immune organ.’

•Diet interacts with the immune system at multiple levels, 
starting with providing basic nutrients, moving on to provid-
ing higher levels of key nutrients such as protein, vitamins 
and minerals, leading to a more focused modulation of the 
immune system.  Diet has a significant impact on the canine 
health-positive and negative.

•Research study of canine health using colostrums after 
stress enhances the immune health in adult dogs.

•New Diagnostic and Therapeutic Investigations of Neurologi-
cal Disease in Dogs – Simon Platt, BVM&S MRCVS  He is 
an Associate Professor of Neurology with the University of 
Georgia

•The diseases of the Central Nervous System (CNS) 
include Chiari-like malformation/syringomyelia, epilepsy, 
brain tumors, brain and spinal strokes and breed associ-
ated meningitis.  The role of MRI in the characterization of 
these diseases is exponentially advancing.

•Research study of canine CNS diseases using MRI has 
disproved the long held belief that canines do not have 
strokes.  However the causes of stroke in our canine friends 
are different from what causes strokes in humans.  At pres-
ent, there are no current treatments for strokes in canines.

•Matters of the Heart: Advances in Canine Cardiac Research 
– Mark Oyama, DVM  He is a board-certified cardiologist, cur-
rently an Associate Professor with the School of Veterinary 
Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania

•Canine heart disease is an important problem in many 
canine breeds.  Congenital and acquired diseases greatly 
impact individual breeding programs as well as the overall 
health of the breed.

•Mitral Valve Disease (MVD) is the most common, greater 
than 75% of all heart disease detected in canines.
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•Other canine heart disease include, progressive degen-
eration of the mitral valve, loss of collagen, increase in 
extracellular matrix components (GAG), distortion of valve 
leaflets, mitral valve regurgitation and heart enlargement.

•The serotonin (5HT) activates the canine mitral valve cells 
and the mitral valves seem to produce their own serotonin.  
Canines with mitral valve disease have serotonin free flow-
ing in their bloodstream.

•Can serotonin be blocked to prevent MVD?  There may be 
a drug that can block serotonin, but the research studies 
are in the very early stages.

•Other causes of MVD may be amino acids deficiency and 
environmental factors.

•NT-proBNP: Also known as Brain natriuretic peptide; 
proBNP which is produced by the heart when it is stressed 
or injured.  BNP can be used to determine between heart 
failure and respiratory disease.  Elevated BNP indicates 
heart failure and below normal BNP indicates respirator 
disease.  The downside to this test, NT-proBNP has NO 
use in breeding soundness.

•Dalmatian Bladder Stones: not just a Dalmatian Problem 
– Danika Bannasch, DVM, PhD  She is an Associate Profes-
sor of genetics in the School of Veterinary Medicine at the 
University of California, Davis

•Hyperuricosuria or bladder stones are the oldest inherited 
disease in canines.  To make research more difficult, the 
genetic cause of hyperuricosuria in canines isn’t the same 
genetic cause in humans.

•Her laboratory is actively working on understanding the 
genetic basis for immune mediated diseases in canines 
and horses as well as canine birth defects.

•Canines, as well as other mammals, must excrete excess 
purine compounds in their urine.  Most mammals excrete 
these excess purines in the form of allantoin; however 
humans, great apes and Dalmatians excrete uric acid 
instead.  In canines and humans, uric acid excretion can 
lead to bladder stones.  This problem in Dalmatians has 
been recognized for almost 100 years.

•Using a Dalmatian x Pointer cross she was able to deter-
mine the location of the gene responsible and subsequently 
identified the mutation that causes this problem.  All Dalma-
tians are homozygous (carry two copies) for the mutation.

•Other breeds also have this same mutation such as, 
Bulldogs and Black Russian Terriers.  In these breeds only 
some of the dogs are affected and genetic selection can 
be used to avoid producing affected dogs.  This oddity of 
dog metabolism is not just restricted to these three breeds 
and in fact appears to be a very old mutation that occurs 
in many breeds.

•DNA testing is available for uric acid excretion, or hyperuri-
cosuria in canines.  However, DNA testing is not completely 
straightforward since the frequency of the mutation varies 
between breeds and not all dogs that are homozygous 
for the mutation will show clinical signs of bladder stones.  
Not all breeds have the same mutated gene that causes 
bladder stones.

•Please visit the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals (OFA)  
Dr. Bannasch, DVM, PhD is conducting a long term study 
on canine birth defects (CBD).  They are interested in de-
termining if puppies are predisposed to birth defects when 
bitches are exposed to certain environmental factors.  They 
would also determine genetic causes of birth defects.  There 
is an online survey and they are looking for information 
about all litters born in the last year.  http://www.offa.org/
birthdefectsurvey.html

•Canine Herpesvirus-1: a New Pathogenic Role for an Old 
Virus – Eric Ledbetter, DVM  He is an Assistant Professor of 
Ophthalmology at Cornell University College of Veterinary 
Medicine and a diplomat of the American College of Veterinary 
Ophthalmologists

•Canine herpesvirus-1 (CHV-1) was identified in the mid-
1960’s as a cause of severe morbidity and mortality in fetal 
and neonatal dogs.  Since the 1960’s the CHV-1 infections 
in mature canines were sporadically and infrequently asso-
ciated with several relatively mild conditions.  More recently, 
the significance of CHV-1 as an ocular pathogen in mature 
canines has been recognized and investigated.

•CHV-1 has been reported as the most common etiology 
of viral conjunctivitis in client-owned dogs and as a cause 
of large epizootics of ocular disease in group-housed dogs.

As you can see, the presentations were very educational, 
interesting and very well done.  The Canine Health Founda-
tion promised the attendees that all the presentations will be 
made available on their website.  If you are interested in any 
of the topics presented at the Health Conference, please 
check the 2009 National Parent Club Canine Health Confer-
ence website often as each video is posted on their website.  
Each presentation is approximately an hour long except for 
the Keynote speaker which is 80 minutes.   http://ondemand.
thecanonhouse.com/CHF/

As of this writing there were two video presentations available 
for viewing, “One Health, One Medicine-Strengthening the 
Human-Animal Links” and “Matters of the Heart: Advances 
in Canine Cardiac Research”

Please visit the Canine Health Foundation website to become 
more familiar with the work they are doing in our behalf and 
most importantly in behalf of our canine friends.
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As a new Rescue Coordinator for New England,  I had re-
ceived document copies, job description, and other Rescue-
related forms, all of which were helpful and informative. It was 
not, however until Buddy’s story unfolded, that I understood 
the huge (and wonderful) FORCE that comprises the na-
tional Australian Terrier Rescue operation. 
 
An email from Colorado alerted we in New England to a Pet-
finder listing for a “senior” Aussie who was estimated to be 8 
years old. The Aussie had nothing to identify him. The “urban 
legend” described a blind Aussie with no name, no accurate 
date of birth, and no facts about his background except that 
his elderly owner had passed away. No one seemed to know 
how he had arrived at the shelter in Long Island New York at 
least five weeks earlier. We knew he had been a relatively 
long term resident at the shelter from his veterinary records 
established at the shelter. To say that the picture of this guy 
standing in a cage was a sad image is an understatement. It 
was evident that he is blind and VERY elderly. 
 
Aussie Rescue went into action with communications all 
over the country. The most important thing was to get the 
dog “sprung” and into at least a temporary home. It was not 
known whether the best course of action might be to put him 
down. Contacts were made, the shelter agreed to release him 
to Aussie Rescue,  and over the next several days commu-
nications “flew” around the country. Another Massachusetts  
Coordinator and I kept in contact. Although a home was not 
located, one thing was clear - this little guy would not remain 
in the shelter or any other shelter, even if the humane thing 
to do became putting him down.     
 
After receiving superior guidance and compassionate under-
standing from many Rescue people,  I spoke with a shelter 
representative and  we agreed that the dog would be released 
to me. I met their volunteer at a shopping plaza in central 
Connecticut, and this elderly canine gentleman came home 
with me to Massachusetts.  He was terrified at first and found 
it necessary to “claim his territory” immediately - everywhere. 
He is indeed blind and bumped into everything. I kept him 
away from my dogs - enough for him to get used to for a few 
days.  It was sad to know that he had, at the end of his life, 
no identity to speak of. I was sure he had a good life for may 
years, and it came to me that surely he was someone’s good 
buddy. That was it - his name became Buddy.
 
The following day Buddy was evaluated by my vet. We agreed, 
and comparing him to my 12 year old Aussie, that Buddy is 
14-15. He had ear infections, and gum infections, but his heart 
and lungs sounded good for his age, his kidneys were not 
enlarged and except for a few lumps and bumps that did not 
seem awfully important, he was in reasonably good health. 
We left the vet with antibiotics, ear drops and cleaner, and 

an estimate for dental work. I wondered if, given Buddy’s 
age, dental work was advised. My vet felt that, since his 
vitals were stable and his overall health was ok considering 
his years, he would stand a good chance at surviving dental 
work. We decided, though, to let the medicine do its work 
before proceeding. 
 
The days passed, Buddy started to feel better, and he claimed 
his spot in the household - assertively but not aggressively. He 
was eating well, drinking water though not excessively, and 
taking his meds like a stoic warrior. He did not like being 
alone and hated the crate, so spent much of his time with me 
when I was at home. He was, to say the least, an early riser. 
By mid-week Buddy really came to life  - my 15 month old 
bitch Stella was in season and Buddy, although neutered, felt 
he was up to the task. I had to check to see if he really was 
neutered. Yes, he was. “A” for effort.
 
Meanwhile the wheels of progress were turning with Aussie 
Rescue. All Points Bulletins were sent out from everywhere. 
Words of support for Buddy (and me) came daily from Cali-
fornia, Michigan, Georgia, New York, Colorado, and locally.  It 
was a difficult time for me because although I couldn’t keep 
Buddy for several reasons, he had my heart. One thing was 
for sure - yes, he is old, and yes, he is blind, but his life was 
not over. He would not be put down. As it turned out I did not 
have to worry. A really nice person from New Jersey who had 
taken Rescues before offered to  provide Buddy with a home 
for the rest of his days.  Arrangements were made, and soon 
Buddy was traveling south again, this time to meet his new 
Mom. We decided to meet in Stamford Connecticut - a 2.5 
hour drive for her and a bit for me. It happened, and after an 
introduction and good conversation in the parking lot of a diner 
right off I-95, it was time for me to say good bye to Buddy. I 
wondered if I am too “soft” for the Rescue operation - such 
mixed emotions letting him go.
 
Buddy’s new Mom asked several questions, then asked if 
he is housebroken. I stammered a bit, then said “Err, not so 
much....”   She then said the coolest thing ever. She said, 
“Well, at this age we don’t ask them to adapt to us. We adapt 
to them.”  I knew Buddy was home. 

BUDDY
Gerald Walsh

You have given love and life to an Aussie.  Thanks for being part 
of Rescue.

Darlene, President ATR
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CALL FOR REQUESTS FOR SUPPORTED ENTRIES!
The Recording Secretary needs information or confirmation regarding requests for an ATCA Supported Entry at your 
local shows for the latter part of 2010 and the Club Year 2011.  
Those approved for 2011 will be submitted to the Calendar Editor for publication in the 2011 Calendar.
_____________________________________________________________________

APPLICATION FOR ATCA-SUPPORTED ENTRY 

Updated January 2010

name of atca liasion: ___________________________________________________
address:   _____________________________________________________
  _____________________________________________________
Phone #:   ______________________        email: _________________________
                                      

naMe of sHoW:  ____________________________________
Date of show: ____________________________________

if a second show is to be supported provide information below:
naMe of sHoW:  ____________________________________
Date of show: ____________________________________

Do you anticipate a major in Dogs __________ Bitches __________ ?
number of entries (in classes) prior year: Dogs _____ Bitches _____total entry ______

Does the show-giving club extend any compensation to the club supporting an entry? if yes, please describe.
GUIDELINES	FOR	ATCA	SUPPORTED	ENTRIES

•	 ATCA encourages supported entries at shows where there is sufficient local support of an entry in Australian Terriers.   
Before making application to the Board, know that continued support by the ATCA from year to year requires exhibitors 
in the area to make every effort to generate a major in either dogs or bitches.   Although the Board realizes that this 
cannot be guaranteed in most cases, ATCA will continue Supporting the entry  from year to year at any given show 
only if it is demonstrated that local exhibitors will develop repeated majors in at least one sex.

•	  A Supported Entry at a single show per weekend is the norm, but where local conditions warrant, ATCA Support may 
be requested and will be limited to two (2) shows maximum on a weekend Cluster of shows.

•	 atca offers Winner’s Dog and Winner’s Bitch trophies to supported shows.  These will be mailed to the liaison 
person by the designated ATCA Committee person in advance of the show.  Offering other trophies by local exhibitors 
is optional and not a requirement for an entry Supported by ATCA. Please see that all/any of these trophies are 
properly listed in the Premium list. 

•	 Obtain written permission from the All Breed Club you wish to support.  

•	 Get details of what the Show Club offers breeds that support the entry: e.g., a free page in their catalog that can be 
used as a supporting club booster page, $ back for each entry, Rosettes or other prizes for top awards.  

•	 Request trophy list due date so that any trophies offered are properly listed in the Premium List of the Supported 
Show.  Work with All Breed Club on deadlines for submitting trophy list and for Catalog Ads. Request opportunity to 
proof trophy list prior to final submission to Superintendent. 

•	 Don’t be afraid to ask questions about supporting an entry.  Ask either the ATCA President or the Club sponsoring 
the show where the entry in Australian Terriers is to be supported by ATCA .
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•	 Allow the ATCA Board two (2) months to approve a supported show.

•	 Ideally, supported entry plans should be made twelve to eighteen (12-18) months ahead of the show date.

•	 Work with the ATCA Newsletter Editor and deadlines in advertising the Supported Entry prior to the Show date.  
advertising space in the newsletter for a supported entry show is limited to a one-time free space, with the 
Editor making the final decision as to whether to allow one full page or one half page per each supported show.  
These ads should be included in the Newsletter far enough in advance of the show date so Members interested can 
meet entry and other show deadlines.

•	 After the show, submit a brief write-up and photos, including winning dogs, to the Newsletter Editor.

•	 Any social activities planned are at your own discretion and must be funded wholly by those in attendance.

On Valentine's Day CH Tak-A Chance the 
Full Quid,  RE,  NA,  NAJ,  ME  recevied his 
Master Earthdog title at the Atlanta Terrier 
CLub Earthdog Trial
Susan M. Saulvester Breeder/Owner
 

A New Champion -- Nellyson's Mr. Dont Skip the Zip

Cheryl Mechalke 

New Titles

A New Champion -- Ryba's On a Clear Day

Sue Bachman and Teresa Schreeder
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NEW TITLES

On Feb 5th 2010, Merrigang Ben Matlock became C-ATCH 
Merrigang Ben Matlock.  C-ATCH stands for Canine Perfor-
mance Event Agility Trial Champion. To earn this title, Ben 
needed to complete CPE levels 1 through 4 amassing 84 
qualifying runs, then complete 40 more Q runs in level 5 to 
get his championship. CPE  is an agility venue with 6 differ-
ent games, which test the different abilities of the dog and 
handler. Some classes, such as jumpers and wildcard are 
fast, and others, such as Snooker and Jackpot are strat-
egy games. In looking through the C-ATCH records, I be-
lieve he is the first Australian Terrier to achieve this. Nancy 
Wentworth , his mom, is very proud, as you can see from 
the picture, as well as grandmom Heather Rife. Martha, the 
aussie mom is working on her level 4 Qs and Reggie has 
started on his level 1. Martha is my Volvo ( steady and con-
sistent)and Reggie is the Ferrari (I'm still learning to drive!) 
Proudly submitted Heather Rife

Sundog Wild Man 
Sydney received his 
AKC RAE, CD, and 
CDX titles this last 
year.  He also has his 
UKC CD, and CDX ti-
tles and his Canadian 
CD and CDX titles.  
We've shown three 
times in UKC Utility 
and missed getting our 
first leg by the silly di-
rected jumping exer-
cise.   Just couldn't sit 
there and wait on the 
last go back.  Another 
time.
 Karen Smith

Jan 1st through 3rd, I braved the snowstorm in the north-
east to travel to New Hampshire to bring in 2010 in the 
best way possible...agility trials! Martha and Reggie were 
my companions through the snow and ice. Martha com-
peted in excellent classes and Qd and placed in 4 out of 6 
classes, thus finishing her Excellent A title! Good little girl. 
She now will start earning her Masters agility title. Reggie 
competed in Novice standard and jumpers and Q'd and 
placed first in 3 out of 4 classes.  He was extremely fast 
in jumpers, clocking an 18 sec run in jumpers, the second 
place dog was 24 seconds! People were laughing at how 
fast he was and making a note to watch him run his other 
classes. One woman with a Rottie told me in conversa-
tion she was considering a small dog and was thinking 
about a toy fox terrier. I encouraged her to think about an 
aussie....." Ummmm, not a terrier, I think" was her com-
ment. Then she saw Reggie run...and suddenly was all 
questions about the breed. HA! Reggie earned his Novice 
Jumpers title that weekend but will stay in Novice for a 
while. " Heather RifeMartha on the 5 second table count....." can we go now 

Mom?  - Heather Rife

Reggie doing 
the weaves
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Wow was I surprised when I put out an inquiry to ATCA mem-
bers as to who has websites and received so many responses.  

I posed several questions to our fellow members and I would 
like to share their responses with you -- then you too can start 
building your site.

1.		Why	did	you	decide	to	have	a	website?	 
Julie seaton - decided to make a website to not only 

promote my breeding program, but because most people now 
use the internet to get information for all kinds of topics, it was 
a way to put out information about the breed in general  and 
promote not only the breed,  but  ATCA and Rescue.

steven spicer - Originally I wanted to have a place for 
family news and photos, but the family wasn’t interested. Since 
we show it quickly turned into a dog site.

sue Holsinger -- Wanted to promote my breeding pro-
gram, and had things I wanted to say.

Debb Vaught -- We live in the internet age and it’s an 
easy way for someone to see all of my dogs, especially if they 
don’t live near me.

Darlene evans -- I wanted the world to see my Aussies, 
not because of their winnings but because of their winning 
looks.

2.		What	objective	did	you	want	to	achieve	and	did	you	
achieve	that	objective?

Julie -- My objective was to make a site that was simple 
and full of information and photos. The information in my 
opinion, knowing my target audience, had to be short and to 
the point.  Photos are what people are looking for, they want 
to see your dogs and learn about them, but not be bogged 
down by complicated sites and preached to the point that they 
get dizzy.  It is estimated that the average person spends 2-5 
seconds on a page when browsing a site.  My goal was to 
keep them longer.  People also do not like to get “lost” in a 
site.  Keeping it simple to navigate will increase traffic flow.  I 
update my site on a regular basis.  I have found people come 
back if there is something going on just to see the updates 
and read about what is going on at that particular moment.  
In doing all of this, I have achieved my objective which was 
to create a fun, helpful site for people and I am finding out 
that they keep coming back.

steve -- Having multiple terrier breeds, we get lots of 
questions at shows and when traveling.  Having a site lets 
us hand out a business card with an URL on it as a way of 
having an extended conversation with the public.

sue -- Education and yes, I think so.
Debb -- I wanted a way for someone to instantly be able 

to see what kind of quality I am breeding, what kind of breeder 
I am and to learn a little about me.

Darlene - I just wanted to share - no there are so many 
things that need to be done.  Education.  

3.		What	is	the	frequency	that	you	update	your	website?  
Generally the response was daily or when there is new dogs 
or information.

4.		What	software	did	you	use	and	would	you	recommend	
it	to	others?
Julie -- I use Dreamweaver. It is complicated and not easy 
to learn but once learned it is easy to navigate.  Being an 
amateur photographer I like to use photos and photoshop.  I 
would recommend it for others that are serious about learning 
but it is expensive.

steve -- All hand-built.
sue -- Front page.  Front page is complicated but there 

are other programs out there what allow anyone to build a site.
Deb --   Tripod -- free and very very easy to use.
Darlene -- I use templates from Webstudio and then 

used flashvortex (free) for animation and have now added 
Xara software.  It seems that when you start there is more 
and more that you want to do.

5.		Was	it	difficult	to	find	and	register	your	domain	name	
or	are	you	using	something	provided	by	your	hosts	such	
as	earthlink	provides?	 What	would	you	recommend?

Julie -- It is not difficult to register your domain name.
steve -- Go-Daddy is easy and cheap, although others 

are occasionally cheaper.
sue -- I use mydomain.com but also have a reseller plan 

so I can host as many websites as I want for a standard fee.  
It is a little more complex but I get extra benefits.  For the 
beginning webpage builder or someone who is learning the 
all in one plan is probably easiest.

Debb - I had issues with my domain name and have found 
that I just give the entire address and people are ok with that.

Darlene -- I set up my domain name using register.com 
but have it point directly to my free "earthlink" account.  So 
it is just a yearly fee.  I set up another domain name for a 
kennel club and it is with startlogic.com which took care of 
the domain name and also hosts the site for a monthly fee.

6.		Do	you	have	links	to	other	sites	from	your	site?	 The 
responses were split but everyone who adds links were critical 
as to whom they would link to.

7.		What	do	you	like	best	about	your	website?
Julie -- I like the fact it is “professional” looking.  I get a 

lot of compliments on it and enjoy updating it and keeping it 
current.  I think I am most proud of the fact it is a symbol of 
“me” and what I think I stand for.  It is colorful  and people 
who have purchased dogs from me get satisfaction of seeing 
their dog/puppy up on my site.

steve -- the Gallery page
sue -- The creativity I am able to exercise there and the 

ability to share my philosophies.
Debb -- Easy to navigate, easy to update, even plays 

music and people seem impressed with the quality of the dogs.
Darlene -- The pictures.  It such a beginner's site though.

8.		What	would	you	have	liked	to	have	different	in	creat-

ATCA Member Websites
Darlene Evans
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ing	your	website?
Julie -- I am still learning how to be more interactive with 

my site.
sue -- Nothing really -- just wish the learning curve for 

some things wasn’t quite so steep.
Darlene -- It such a beginning site.  Would like to have 

the imagination and creativity that others have.

9.		What	would	you	recommend	for	people	who	would	like	
a	website	but	feel	overwhelmed	by	the	thought?

Julie -- Talk to others that have one.  There are templates 
you can use and that free.

steve -- Most of the better hosting sites seem to have 
decent tools to help neophytes.  Lots of community colleges 
have site-building classes, too.

sue -- There are lots of easy webpage builders that will 
let someone put up a simple page.

Debb -- Try Tripod -- easy and free
Darlene -- Just start and get your feet wet.  Ask people 

for help.

10.		Did	you	do	it	yourself	or	did	you	have	someone	else	
build	for	you?		What	was	the	cost?

Julie -- I built my first site myself.  When I upgraded, I 
did have help.  Upon learning Dreamweaver and Photoshop 
I have been able to create other sites and keep enhancing 
my site.

steve -- Pages are tested at home on Apache with PHP 
and MySQL then uploaded to host.  My fee is $10/month for 
site.

sue -- I do it myself - cost me $8.95 for the url and $20 
a month for the hosting plan.

Debb -- Did it myself it was fairly easy and no cost at all.
Darlene -- Myself.  The cost is in the software.

11.		Any	other	thoughts?
Julie -- People now-a-days communicate by email and 

less by phone.  “Surfing” the web is a daily occurrence and 
it is how people are getting information.  If you want to tell 
people about you and your dogs, you need to have a way to 
reach people through the web.  Websites do not have to be 
big, just informative.

sue -- I started 15 years ago with an online tutorial through 
maricopa university that taught me basic html.  Plan to spend 
hours researching and learning when you want to try some-
thing new and get a good computer cleaner program to debug 
yourself after you surf though all the information out there.

Debb -- Be careful about personal information such as 
address and phone number.

The following is a list of websites by ATCA members.  If 
you run into trouble in creating your website -- send them 
a note and I know they would be more than willing to share 
ideas with you.

Australian Terrier Club of America
 www.australianterrier.org
Australian Terrier Rescue 
 www.australianterrierrescue.org
Copperstate Australian Terrier Club
 www.catcaz.com
Sabine Baker 
 www.aussomeaussies.com
Grace Cartwright
 www.firewalkeraustralianterrier.com
Teresa Cleland 
 http:/home.comcast.net/~talldawg/site/
Darlene Evans
 www.tera-k.com
Marilyn Harban
 www.dreamtimeaustralianterriers.com
Sue Holsinger
 www.aussieterrier.com
Cathy Lester
 www.cathylester.com
Marge Reignier 
 www.crestwoodaustralianterriers.com
Julie Seaton
 www.temora.net
Angela Smith-Humpert 
 www.blackrangekennel.com
Steven Spicer
 www.terriertribe.com
Elaine Strid 
 www.redskyaussies.com
Debb Vaught
 http://tekoahterriers.tripod.com/
Sandra Weigle 
 www.marblrch.net  

Thanks	to	all	who	responded	and	shared	their	
thoughts.		This	is	an	invite	to	all	of	you	to	get	
those	fingers	typing	and	try	to	build	a	site.

    * Sometimes when we are dog lovers and 
people start talking about one dog type or 
another we have no idea what they are talking 
about.
    * This can be easily remedied with a little 
studying.
    * Would you like to know more about dogs?
    * Learn about different dog breeds?
    * Learn the terms used when talking about 
dogs?
    * This fun Dog Puzzles book will teach you.

Available at:
http://www.lulu.com/content/paperback-book/
dog-puzzles/7808581

New book from montysmagic.com
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Do You Have A Winning Aussie?
Get Out Your Camera - The 2011 ATCA Calendar Cover Contest is 

Underway!

Enter your purebred Australian Terrier in the 2011 ATCA Calendar Cover Contest!  Do you have an award-winning photograph 
that captures the spirit, spunk and intelligence of your beautiful purebred Australian Terrier?  Share the moment and your 
photo could be the one to grace the cover of the 2011 ATCA Australian Terrier Calendar!  In addition to having your Aussie 
on the 2011 ATCA calendar cover, the winner will also receive a free copy of the calendar!  The calendar cover contest is 
open to everyone.  The winning photograph will be selected based on the composition, appeal, quality, and reproducibility of 
the photograph.  Those photographs that receive honorable mention will also be published on a special page in the calendar 
(pictures for the months are not a part of the contest, but are available for purchase by ATCA members).    

Entries must be of purebred Australian Terriers and cannot include people or other breeds.  Small resolution copies are fine 
for submitting your photo, but keep that high resolution copy available in case you win!  The higher resolution is necessary 
for enlarging the photograph for the cover.  High resolution photographs include any photograph that was developed from 
film at a lab (not ink-jet copies printed on home printers) or a high-resolution JPG or TIF file (600 dpi is preferred, but if the 
original photograph is 8” x 10”, 300 dpi is fine).  You can send your photo as a JPG or TIF attachment to email or send pho-
tographs or CD via USPS.  No more than five entries per person, please!  All entries must have a signed release from the 
photographer.  The deadline for entries is May 30, 2010.  

Please send your photographs via email to calendar@australianterrier.org or via USPS to D. Suter, 20 Valleyview Road, 
Bellingham, MA, 02019.  Please indicate that your photo is for the 2011 ATCA Calendar Cover Contest.  Also, be sure that 
your email spam blocker will not reject email from calendar@australianterrier.org . All submissions must be received by May 
30, 2010.  

The	2011	Memorial	Page
If you’d like to honor an Aussie who passed away during the year, please submit your Aussie’s photo and a few words com-
memorating your beloved Aussie for the Memorial Page.  This page is open to everyone.  Please send your photographs via 
email to calendar@australianterrier.org or via USPS to D. Suter, 20 Valleyview Road, Bellingham, MA, 02019.  Submissions 
are needed by June 15, 2010.  Please indicate that your photo is for the 2011 Memorial page.  

Haven’t	Ordered	Your	2010	Calendar	Yet?
There are still a few left, so if you haven’t ordered yours, order now!  Visit the Aussie store at www.australianterrier.org or 
write to D. Suter, 20 Valleyview Road, Bellingham, MA, 02019. 
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We Want Your Australian Terrier!

                    ©2009 Diane M Suter

Help to make the 2011 ATCA Calendar one of the most successful – buy a page for your beautiful Australian 
Terriers!  Australian Terriers are smart and sassy and there’s just something special about them.  Why not 
share a special photograph of your wonderful Australian Terrier with everyone?      

If you are a member of the Australian Terrier Club of America and have a great photograph of a purebred 
Aussie that you love, you can highlight your Aussie with a page in the 2011 calendar for just $50.00.  An en-
tire month will be dedicated to your Aussie’s perfect moment and you’ll receive your own copy of the calendar 
to enjoy for the entire year.  If you’d like to reserve a page, please send an email to calendar@australianterrier.
org .  Don’t send any money just yet, we’ll provide more details after you’ve reserved your page.  The dead-
line for page purchases is May 30, 2010.  Please note that photographs cannot include people or any other 
breeds.  If you want to get started taking pictures now using a digital camera, set your resolution to 300 dpi 
or higher. Higher resolution produces a better calendar page and you want the best for your wonderful Aussie 
companion!  

 In a press release today, the National Institute of Health has 
announced the discovery of a potentially dangerous substance 
in the hair of dogs. This substance, called “amobacter caninii” 
has been linked with the following symptoms in females: 
Reluctance to cook, clean or do housework, a reluctance to 
wear make-up, good clothes or high heels heels. Reluctance 
to spend money on home or car repairs until after ‘Baby’ has 
new collars, leashes, beds, treats, food, blankets or toys.

 “Amobacter caninii” usually results in long hours away 
from home and exhaustion which may lead to a loss of 

physical contact with other humans  (especially husbands 
and boyfriends). “Amobacter caninii” is thought to be 
 addictive, driving the need for additional sources - this may 
lead to a “pack mentality” or like the potato chip commercial, 
“you can’t have just one”. 

Beware! If you come in contact with a female human infected 
by this substance, be prepared to talk about dogs for hours. 
 
 Surgeon General’s Warning: Dogs are expensive, ad-
dictive, and may impair the ability to use common sense. 

Urgent Notice: 
Potential Danger of Dog Hair
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2010 National Specialty

Have	you	heard?	    We just came off of the prairies 
from rounding p all of the Aussies traveling here for a 
Big event! 

Where	are	they	going?  They have joined the Stam-
pede to the 2010 National Specialty in Rapid City, South 
Dakota.  All Aussies are gathering there in anticipation 
of the National Specialty in Rapid City, South Dakota.

When?	Oct.	20	thru	Oct.	25th.	  Rapid City, South Da-
kota. The hosting Hotel is the Rushmore Plaza Holiday 
Inn; it is a two minute walk from the hotel to the show 
site, which will be held in the “state of the art City Convention Center.”  The hotel features a full-service restaurant and 
lounge, high-speed internet, indoor pool, whirlpool and sauna, complimentary airport shuttle (Airport is approx.10 minutes 
from hotel) and complimentary shuttle service within 5 mile radius in the city.  Non-stop flights to the Rapid City Airport (RAP) 
are available from these gateways cities – Phoenix, Las Vegas, Minneapolis/St. Paul, Chicago, Salt Lake City, and Denver.

Wed.	Oct.	20th.   Board Meeting and in the late afternoon/evening please join us in our Hospitality area for “Welcome to 
the national specialty of 2010” food and drink will be provided, cash bar will be available.  

Thurs.	Oct	21st		- education Day --- the Puppy Puzzle Based on Pat Hastings’ acclaimed video - “Puppy Puzzle: The 
Hastings Approach to Evaluating the Structural Quality of Puppies,” this presentation has information to benefit everyone 
working with dogs and every puppy out of a conscientious breeding program. The single most important decision we can 
make for our puppies is to determine whether each puppy is structurally sound enough to do what we will ask of it in its 
lifetime. Whether the hope is for the show ring and whelping box or obedience, agility, field trials or fly ball, we owe it to our 
dogs to know in which lifestyle each may best flourish. free for all atca members, lunch included.  Cost for Non-ATCA 
members is $75.00.  

Fri.	Oct	22nd	 - atca national specialty, judge to be announced.  atca national specialty Banquet will be held at 
Rushmore Plaza Holiday Inn – all you can eat Prime Rib and Crab leg buffet, including soup, salads, vegetables, bread and 
dessert.  A vegetarian entrée will be provided. .There will be a rescue Parade and a Veteran’s Parade at the Banquet.

Sat.	Oct	23rd	- rapid city Kennel club all Breed show and Bus tour of Mount Rushmore and Custer State Park of South 
Dakota – dog sitting/walking will be available. (approximately a 5 hour tour). Soup and Salad Dinner will be provided free  at 
the Rushmore Plaza Holiday Inn.

Sun.	Oct.	24th	Rapid city Kennel club 
all Breed show, Cowboy Round-Up 
Dinner, site TBD.

Mon	Oct.	25th	- rapid city Kennel club 
all Breed show.

AUCTION ITEMS 
We are seeking donations for the Live 
Auction and Silent auctions that will be 
held during this Specialty, Please begin 
thinking about what you might like to do-
nate (i.e. Art, new and old, memorabilia 
such as old Australian Terrier photos, 
calendars,  out of print Australian Ter-
rier books).
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HISTORY was made in Australian Terriers during the cluster 
of shows held around the Montgomery County terrier show, 
when Ch Millvalley Red Rufus (pictured) gained his US title.  
After considerable research by Rachel Leeson with the help 
of the Kennel Club library and American Kennel Club records 
compiled some years ago by Aussie enthusiasts in Colorado, 
it has been established that he is the first in the breed to be-
come both a UK and American champion. 

Championship

 
Although more than 50 Australian Terriers were exported to the 
US between 1950 and 1981, none of these was a UK cham-
pion at the time. Rufus won his second major at the Raritan 
Valley specialty held as part of the Hatboro Show under Beth 
Sweigart. Rufus was handled by Bill Mcfadden that day and 
breeder Sheila Stoddart was present to witness the occasion.  
Rufus is  current ly  l iv ing in  Wisconsin wi th Ju-
l i e  Sea ton  o f  t he  Temora  Aus t ra l i an  Te r r i e r s 
who made up a homebred champion the same day.  
Rufus won his eighth CC with BOB under Sue McCourt 
at the National in May and won his first five-point major 
the weekend of the Australian Terrier Club of America 
specialty at the end that month. He has been a dual 
sire of a litter of eight puppies, and DNA has confirmed 
he is the sire of six of them. Another litter of eight pup-
pies was born at the end of October sired solely by him. 
Rufus is expected back home in Scotland sometime next year. 

Rufus

sheila stoddart

We just got a new camera.   Here are some of the 
first photos.   The single dog photos are Hamels our 
puppy from Susan Saulvester.   The photo of the 
three are from left to right, Cyber Sadie NA, AXJ, 
Tak-A Chance Cole Hamels, and Who's on 1st (Ab-
bott) Alabama rescue.

Mark McGrath

Editor's Note -- Send in your pictures -- people 
love to see them!
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To make sure you continue receiving AKC emails, please add communications@akc.org to your email address book. 

To: AKC Superintendents & Show Secretaries
From: Robin Stansell
Subject: Grand Championship

This memo is to address anticipated exhibitor questions and to clarify the Grand Champion 
judging procedure. 

Who is eligible for Grand champion competition?
The following categories of dogs are entered in this competition: 

1. Dogs that are Champions of Record competing in Best of Breed or Best of Variety 
class.

2. Dogs transferred to Best of Breed/Variety which according to their owners’ records 
have completed the requirements for a championship but whose championships are 
unconfirmed. (The showing of dogs whose championships are unconfirmed is limited 
to a period of 90 days from the date of show where a dog completed the 
requirements for a championship according to the owners’ records.)

3. Champions that win Non-Regular Classes and become eligible for Best of Breed 
competition. (Altered or spayed CH veteran class winners at independent specialties 
are eligible.)

4. Winners Dog and Winners Bitch are not eligible for Grand Champion competition.

At the judge's discretion, Grand Championship points may be awarded to: 

1. Best of Breed or Variety
2. Best of Opposite
3. Select Dog
4. Select Bitch

Grand Champion competition will not continue beyond Best of Breed competition and in 
breeds that are divided into varieties, Grand Champion Competition will not continue beyond 
Best of Variety competition. 

What are the requirements to earn the Grand champion title?

1. 25 Grand Champion points.
2. A minimum of 9 points won at 3 shows with ratings of 3 or more points (Major wins) 

under three different judges, and one or more of the balance of points won under a 
4th judge.

3. At least one Champion of Record was defeated at three of these shows.

How are Grand champion points computed?
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1. Grand Champion points are only to be awarded to dogs the judge considers 
deserving.

2. Grand Champions points awarded to the Best of Breed/Variety shall count all dogs of 
both sexes competing in the regular classes and in Best of Breed/Variety 
competition.

3. Grand Champion points awarded to Best of Opposite Sex shall count all dogs of their 
sex competing in the regular classes and in Best of Breed/Variety competition.

4. Grand Champion points awarded to Select Dog/Bitch shall count all dogs of their sex 
defeated in the Best of Breed/Variety competition as well as the dogs of their sex in 
the regular classes.

5. The entry of non-regular classes are not counted for computation of Grand 
Champion points to be awarded.

Judging Procedure

1. Choose BOB, BOW and BOS
2. If quality warrants, choose a Select Dog (SD) and Select Bitch (SB) from the 

remaining Champions in the BOB ring (Do not consider BOW, WD or WB)
3. Annotate the judge's book certification as to the eligibility and quality of the Grand 

Champion points being awarded or withheld.
4. Award BOB, BOS, SD and SB ribbons if determined to be of eligible and deserving 

of the Grand Champion title. See: 
http://www.akc.org/pdfs/judges_sheet_conformation.pdf for example of the revised 
judge's book form.

administration

1. On May 12, 2010 Grand Champion competition will be included in all shows offering 
BOB or BOV competition.

2. Premium lists - Other than prize listings, there is no requirement to address Grand 
Champion competition in the premium list since it is included in all shows that offer 
BOB or BOV. However, there is no restriction should superintendents and 
secretaries want to bring attention to the new competition.

3. Judging Schedule - No additional information is required.
4. Ribbons - BOB and BOS do not require an additional ribbon. Light blue & white 

ribbons for SD & SB. Flat ribbons or rosettes are equally acceptable. "Select" is 
acceptable wording however "Grand Champion Select" is acceptable and more 
descriptive.

5. Ring Markers - Just as with BOB, BOW and BOS, there is no AKC requirement to 
have SD and SB placement markers. These markers are provided as a service by 
the club or superintendent.

This email was sent to you as a valued customer of the American Kennel Club.
Please read AKC's Privacy Statement.

Find answers to commonly asked questions.

Click here to unsubscribe.

Our website address is: www.akc.org

Our mailing address is:
American Kennel Club
8051 Arco Corporate Drive, Suite 100
Raleigh, NC 27617-3390
(919) 233-9767
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Kacey, A Rescue Story

Sherrill Yates

Jamie (now Kacey) was rescued from the Kansas City, 
Missouri Animal Shelter August 1, 2008.  The practice at 
this shelter (and many in Missouri and elsewhere) is not 
to do anything to the animal until he/she has been bought 
and paid for.  They 
then take them to a 
local veterinarian for 
examination, spay/
neuter, heartworm 
test, microchip and 
vaccinations.  While 
this puts the animal 
back out completely 
protected, doing all 
these procedures in 
one day must give a 
severe jolt to the poor 
dog’s immune system.  
When I picked up 
Jamie (I named him) 
after this very long 
day, they also informed me that he had tested positive for 
heartworm.  Sharon Adams and I already had a plan that 
I would pick him up and transfer him to her for fostering 
as I was heading for Colorado to deliver Chance, another 
rescue, and attend shows.  Sharon nursed Jamie through 
months of treatment for heartworm.  He had to stay con-

fined to his crate with minimum exercise during much of 
this time.  Fortunately, both Sharon and Jamie survived the 
ordeal and as anyone who has had to do this knows, this is 
quite a feat.   In the end, Jamie turned out to be an espe-
cially high energy Aussie.  
The middle of February 2009, Sharon transferred Jamie 
back to me and the next day I drove him to the Springfield, 
MO area to meet his new family, Rick and Vicki, along with a 
new Aussie sister, Sammie.  In December, Rick sent Sharon 
and me an update on Kacey and pictures.  With permission, 
I am sharing Rick’s email below.  Please join me in rejoicing 
another rewarding success for Australian Terrier Rescue and 
a special thanks to Sharon.  

Kacey (Jamie) has been with us now about 9 months, and 
we wanted to let you know that he is doing just fine and loves 
his domain. Although we found him more difficult to train 
than our other Aussies, he makes up for it with his disarming 
charm and excellent temperament. KC loves to take walks, 
play with Sammie, lay on your lap, look out the windows and 
bark, do mad dashes outside thru his doggy doors, bark at 
trucks going down the street, maybe dig a few holes, and 
explore his 2 acre backyard. . . .  and he also now loves to 

take baths - and definitely needs them almost every month. 
He turned out to be a little more “high maintenance” than we 
expected, but as you know, once you get used to his slap-
happy nature, you’re hooked.  In short, KC is a master at just 
living life in the moment . . . and maybe that is the best lesson 
that he teaches us, and why we love him just the way he is.  
  
Have a great holiday season and thanks to both you and 
Sharon Adams for our happy little friend.
Thanks again. Rick and Vicki Karlovich  
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You have your camera in hand and now you are looking for 
that perfect shot of your Aussie.  Barbara Saracino of Sun-
shineProtraits.com took the time to share some hints on how 
to photograph your Aussie.

1.  Focus on the eyes.  The eyes tell the story.  

2.  An uncluttered background makes the Aussie “pop” in the 
photo.  Take a look at your background.  Placing an Aussie 
in front of the tree might look good but when you look at the 
photo you have this huge trunk coming out of the dog’s head.  
Try to avoid strong lines.  If possible try to shoot with a shorter 
focal length which will then have a tendency to fuzz or blur 
the background.

3.  The color of the background can set the mode such as a 
high contrast will make one statement whereby a more subtle 
one will not be distracting from the dog.

4.  A head should be in an erect position with a turn of about 
3/4 is the best.  If you shoot straight into the head of the Aussie 
it becomes more of a “mug” shot.  As we all know our driver’s 
license photos are not flattering.

5.  Try to shoot at eye level.  Get down on the grass or sit on 
a stool or put the Aussie up higher.

6.  The best time to shoot is early morning or late evening.  
Mid-day will produce a harsh effect.  An overcast day is ex-
cellent also.

7.  Practice at taking the best picture you can and use Photo-
shop or Elements for touch up only such as removing a leash 
or something that. 

8.  If you use a flash set it on “red eye” which sends out flicker-
ing light and then flashes.  If you use lamps, try to place them 
to eliminate some of the shadows.

9.  The angle that you place the Aussie can make him seem 
longer or shorter, a beautiful neck or no neck, or the muzzle 
looking very short.

10.  If you are using a digital camera, look at the picture to see 
if it what you are trying to capture.  If you have a histogram on 
your camera, try to keep everything within the edges.

Photography

In	the	top	picture	you	look	at	the	dog.		In	the	bottom	
picture	you	see	the	tie-dye	before	you	notice	the	dog	
(ps	there	was	no	option	for	the	background	in	the	bot-
tom	one).

Editor's Note:  I will ask Julie Seaton to write an 
article on photographing your Aussie. Grab your 
camera, take those pictures and send them to the Talk-
about with your name and dog's name so everyone 
can enjoy.
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Aka Inu Babu Apu (d)
Aka Inu Hocus Pocus Of Notice (b)
Aka Inu Storyteller (d)
Aussome Dragon Maid (b)
Aussome Dragon Of The West
Benayr Carolina Connection (d)
Benayr Enter Storm (d)
Benayr Just For Kicks (d)
Benayr Veni Vidi Vici (b)
Benayr Goodness Gracious (b)
Benayr And Back Again (b)
Benayr Dakota Daring Darling (b)
Benayr Taikalook Jonny Reb 
Blue Moon Outrageous Fortune (b)
Chibi Ohana Kekoa
Cochise Living Treasure (d)
Crestwoods Red Posie (b)
Crestwoods Suddenly I See KT
Dreamtime’s Latin Lover
Dreamtime’s One And Only
Dreamtime’s Sweet Delight
Feathertop Jubilee (b)
Feathertop Orange Crush 
Harringtons Sandy Clauz 
Jadee’s Skyrocket
Kambara’s Zebulon (d)
Marble Arch Lady Miranda (b)
Marble Arch Good Golly Miss Molly (b)
Millvalley Red Rufus
Mystic Star’s Carli’s Angel (b)
Mysticstar’s The Jazz Lady (b)
Nellyson’s Mr Don’t Skip The Zip
Outbackred And Tygers Oh My (d)
Outbackred Eli
Outbackred Wanna’Talk About Mee Memi (b)
Outbackreds N Tygers’N Bears Oh My
Pineterri Forever Trevor (d)
Rahna Brandywine’s Blu Knight (d)
Redhawk School Of Rock (d)
Redwing Just My Style (b)
Regency Lord Michael
Roachan’s Cause For Applause At Redwing 
Roachan’s Live & Let Fly At Redsky (b)
Ryba’s License To Shop At Redsky (b)

Ryba’s Nothing But Blue Skies
Ryba’s Twentieth Limited (d)
Samabel Aka Inu Sgt Pepper
Shastakin Northern J.J. (d)
Shastakin Red Bessie (b)
Shastakin Good Day Girl
Stonehedge Shadowfax (b)
Stonehedge Summer Breeze (b)
Tall Oaks Kapi Ku’A (b)
Tatong’s Kaptajn Kaos
Temora’s Taint She Sweet (b)
Temora’s Where the Magic Begins (b)
Tera-K’s Hot Diggity Dog (d)
Tera-K’s Too Hot To Handle (b)
The Farms Designed On The Fly (b)
The Farms Starlight O’ Wagddog (b)
The Farms Quest For The Ring
Wild West’s Curious Cat (b)
Wild West’s Double Cat (b)

2009 Australian Terrier 
Champions

Janet Maas

The Canine Health Foundation is pleased to an-
nounce the publication of the videos recorded at the 
2009 National Parent Club Canine Health Conference 
held in St. Louis. The October conference, sponsored 
by Nestlé Purina PetCare Company, brought together 
leading researchers and representatives from nation-
al breed clubs to discuss the current state of canine 
health research, and where the future will lead. 

Here is the link to view the videos:
http://ondemand.thecanonhouse.com/CHF/

The current presentations include:

One Health, One Medicine by Mike Sampson, BJ,   
 MEx
Matters of the Heart: Advances in Canine Cardic Re 
 search by Mark Oyma, DVM
Clinical Trials in Veterinary Oncology by David Vail,   
 DVM
Immunonutrition by Ebenezer Satyaraj, Ph.D.

Additional videos will be published in the coming 
months.

Videos from the 2009 Na-
tional Parent Club 

Canine Health Conference
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Piffin came to me in August of 2009. He was rescued 
from a place called ‘Thyme & Sage Ranch” in WI.  
This place was shut down by the ASPCA for neglect and 
charges were filed against the owner of the facility. The ASPCA 
along with volunteers rescued over 400 animals in need.

Piffin was sent to one rescue organization, then another. I 
was called as one person thought he was an Australian Ter-
rier and he was about to be euthanized as they felt he was 
not salvageable.

He was scared to death of people and would run and hide 
when he could and he did fear snap, BUT he never bit. 
When I first met 
him, the organi-
zation told me to 
back away from 
the door because 
if he saw some-
thing out of the 
ordinary from his 
routine, he would 
bolt back outside. 
Sure enough, he 
came in the door, 
saw me and high 
tailed it right back 
outside. I fell in 
love immediately.

Was he an Australian Terrier? Honestly, probably not, but I 
took him in anyway at my expense because I felt he was worth 
saving. His adoption money was given to ATR. 

I started working with him right away. From August until 
December I worked with him, helping him overcome his fear 
of people. We had our ups and downs, it was not always 
easy. I never got frustrated, because I would always remem-
ber ‘why’ he was this way. It was not his fault, it was the 
situation he had lived in for 3-4 years, probably from birth. 
He learned to socialize with the other dogs and people. He 
slowly became a snuggler and once he tried to protect me 
against my son when he came into my office. Piffin grabbed 
his pant leg and tried to drag my 6’2” foot son away from me. 
Sorry it was pretty funny watching this 10 lbs dog try and drag 
this huge kid away from me. 

He overcame so many obstacles and each door that was opened 
when he overcame one of his fears, let a whole new world in for him. 
It was sometimes, very emotional to watch the fear 
slide away as he went to the next level in his healing 
In December, I decided he had gone as far as he could go 

Piffin

Julie seaton

with me and I found a home for him in Florida. I did not want 
to place him so far away, but I also knew that this was the 
family that could take him to the next stage.

So they drove up over Christmas break and picked up my little 
guy. You could tell from his new family, it was love at first sight  
As of this writing he is doing well and has adjusted to 
living in the warmer climate (he really hated the cold!).  
Letting him go was emotionally difficult, but you can not keep 
them all and you have to make room for the next dog in need. 
Have a Wonderful Life Pif!

Eukanuba 2009
Judge:  Lydia Coleman Hutchinson

Best of Breed & Best of Winners
Rybas On a Clear Day

Owner/Breeder:  Sue Bachmand & Teresa Schreeder
(picture is from Palm Springs  - Jan 2010)

Award of Merit
Ch Rybas Licensed to Shop at Redsky

Owner:  Elaine Strid
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The Australian Terrier Club of America, Inc. newsletter the "Talkabout" is a publication authorized to carry official notices, reports and com-
mentary issued under the auspices of the ATCA, Inc., otherwise, no responsibility is assumed for the content and/or statements contained 
herein.   The editor reserves the right of discretionary editing.  Unofficial material published in this newsletter does not thereby carry the 
endorsement or approval or become the responsiblity of the editor or the club.

Best of Opposite
Ch Blue Moon Call Me Irresistible

Owner/Breeder:  Jeanne Popovits
(no photo available)

Award of Merit
Ch Tera-Ks Parson Brown
Owner/Breeder:  Darlene Evans

Elaine Strid and Sue Holsinger taking their 
turn in the "Meet the Breed Booth" which was 
designed and built by Tony Urbano.

Several people stopped by and visited with the Aus-
sies.  They would watch either of the two videos that 
were running constantly, pet the dogs that were al-
ways out or take one of the handouts that were avail-
able.  Being the 125th anniversary of AKC, there was 
a large crowd of spectators.

While the rest of the 
US was in snow, those 
of us at Palm Springs 
in January, 2010, were 
enjoying the sun and 
the wonderful show 
grounds for 3 days.

In January 2010, 14 Aussies went to the Golden Gate Ken-
nel Club Bench Show.  We take great pride in displaying 
the Aussie yearly.
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Australian Terrier Rescue, Inc.
Darlene Evans, President

Several times throughout the year, the question 
that comes up is -- What can we do to help?

On the next page, a flyer has been designed by 
Julie Seaton which you can take to your local 
shelter.  Talk to the people who work there so 
they understand that you are there if any Aussie 
comes into their shelter.

If it is a kill shelter, we must get the Aussie as 
fast as possible.  If it is a no-kill shelter then we 
will either get the dog or work with the shelter 
to find a home for the Aussie.

Our website --   australianterrierrescue.org    
has been redesigned by Kerrie Bryan.  Julie 
Seaton and Barry Knoethe have joined Kerrie 
to assist in this huge undertaking of keeping it 
current and innovative to constantly invite people 
to visit.

Australian Terrier Rescue -- which is indepen-
dent of ATCA has set up a PayPal account.  
Carole Larsen has established this to allow 
people to make electronic contributions and still 
be able to report it as a tax deduction.  Rescue is 
a 501 (c)(3) which is a non-profit organization.

If you have any questions, please feel free to 
contact me.

darlenevans@earthlink.net   
510-490-1289 after 8pm california time

darlene.evans@vishay.com
408-567-8177 - work

Wally -- SNOW! - I do not think so!

Flour is as good as snow - isn't it?

Brian Hicks & Shuford Bowman sharing Wally's 
moments
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Please keep this information on file in case you have an abandoned/surrendered dog or if you questions about a dog that you may think is 
an Australian Terrier. 

                   An Australian terrier has two types of coloring:     Black (called a blue/tan) or  Red 
                   The blue/tan will have a tan or reddish face, legs and feet, but the jacket will be a black/blue/silver  
                   The Red will have an all red body, there may be some single black hairs running through it’s body 

Dogs may diverge in looks compared to the pictures of Australian Terriers published in most books which feature well-bred dogs.  
The variance from the standard can be extreme, but the dog is still recognizable as an Australian Terrier. 
 
If you have doubts or concerns as to whether the dog at your facility is an Australian Terrier, please do not hesitate to call/email us and we 
will be more than happy to help identify the dog. A photograph of the dog is extremely helpful with identification. 

Our website is listed above as well as our general email address 
On the ‘Coordinator’ Page of our website, you find a list of people for every state and Canada who will be able to help. 
Please contact them with questions or concerns if there is no name listed above in the contact area. 

Below are photos of Australian Terriers. As you can see, they vary in looks. Some are groomed, some are not, the features of the dog can 
fluctuate depending on if and how it was groomed and how much it varies from the AKC standard. 

Information About Australian Terriers 

Australian 
Terrier Rescue 

Your Area Contact Person:   
Name: _______________________________ 
Phone #:______________________________ 
Email: ________________________________ 
Rescue Email: australianterrierrescue@comcast.net 

Australian Terrier Photos: 

www.australianterrierrescue.org 


